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What are the ingredients in Tangible® Clean?
A sterile, isotonic solution that contains poloxamer, sodium phosphate buffer, sodium chloride, and 
disodium edetate; preserved with polyhexanide 0.0001%. Tangible Clean does not contain chlorhexidine 
or thimerosal which can cause adverse patient reactions.

How long does a bottle of Tangible Clean last? 
A 12oz bottle of Tangible Clean will typically last 2 months with daily use, providing significant cost 
savings compared to other solutions, and reducing “topping off”.  

Can I use Tangible Clean even if I don’t have the Tangible Hydra-PEG coating on my lenses?
Yes! Tangible Clean is the recommended solution to use with Tangible Hydra-PEG coated lenses, however, 
Tangible Clean is FDA cleared for use with all Rigid Gas Permeable and Soft contact lenses. 
Additionally, for Hybrid lenses that are cleaned with soft lens solutions, Tangible Clean is a great option.

How is Tangible® Clean different than other lens cleaners?
Tangible Clean is a non-abrasive multipurpose cleaning, disinfecting, rinsing and storage solution selected 
for its ability to protect the Tangible Hydra-PEG® coating. Tangible Clean is also less viscous, reducing 
the preservatives that stay on the lens and avoiding problems associated with thicker solutions. 

Can some cleaning solutions damage the Tangible Hydra-PEG coating?
Many contact lens solutions contain abrasive or alcohol ingredients, both of which can strip the coating
from lenses and eliminate the benefits of Tangible Hydra-PEG. To ensure patients have the best experience
we recommend using Tangible Clean as your cleaning, disinfecting, and storage solution.  

What sizes are Tangible Clean available in?
Tangible Clean comes in a 12oz size which last 2 months. It is also available in a TSA approved 3.4oz 
size which is perfect for travel or cleaning on the go. Both options come with a lens case included. 
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How do I buy Tangible Clean?
Patients may purchase Tangible Clean from our website www.tangiblescience.com with a convenient 
subscription model option. Tangible Clean is also available for purchase through select eye care 
practitioners and custom lens labs. 


